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Embracing Trauma in Your “Surrounding World”
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Abstract
Have you ever stayed alone and immersed yourself in
memories? Have any fragments made you uncomfortable? It
was a nightmare. Guilt, self-accusation, inability, exhaustion,
and escape took my body and mind. They grew from my traumatic experience. They taunted me and tried to drag me into
the abyss of the infinite past when I was stressed out and lost
control of the external environment. The shadow stroke me until my defense and control system collapsed. The scenes of loss,
neglect and pressure became the violence to my psyche.
Unoptimistically, trauma always exists because of natural disasters, bereavements, cutthroat competitions, economic
gaps, discrimination, survival stresses, and other social contradictions. Only a few of us notice trauma due to its short illusion and discomfort. But it influences the personalities, behaviors, and values and even can be propagated into the next
generations. It never stops as a vortex, but it is the essence of
self-shaping.
Traditional healing is established on the basis of healing
the body medically with the physical environment. It can only
work as a temporary palliative. Another healing is to push the
mind purposely to heal trauma in authorities. But it is intense
and far away from the populace. However, I did have a magic
discovery when I was walking in the bamboo forest of Wenshu
Monastery in Chengdu. The moments of observing, and listen-

ing to people, actions, colors, sounds, smells, and textures in the
forest weaved a network and a healing “surrounding world,” a
world both in reality and in my mind had been created. The
control came back. I threw my weapon and embraced my trauma autonomously. The meanings and personalities are reshaped
during this special healing process. This experience is unique
but suggests a possibility of healing trauma naturally in a place
outside of authorities.
This novel is my story and learns from the survivors’ stories, healing practices in multiple disciplines, and fundamental
neuroscience, brain science, and psychology theories. It starts
from the architectural view to exploring more informed healing spaces. The space is about enjoying, participating, sharing,
learning, and embracing trauma naturally in their surrounding
world. It is not a complete architecture design or a purely physical space, but a narrative, a discussion, or a process about a
method and a medium of how to promote much more complete
healing.
Who knows the result in the end? If you want, please feel
it and take a while to revisit your impressive memories. Let us
save them by ourselves or leave them in this space. But hope
this practice can help us feel better and learn to embrace our
trauma in our surrounding world.
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Fall
——we stop in our falling time and lost ourselves in a
prolonged misery.

Life is bumpy, and we all have our ups and
downs. In the process of falling, we are gradually
swallowed by the abyss in the process of hesitation, fear, struggle, and out of control. We lose
our direction and goal. Finally, we sink.

I am a person who prefers to live in the past. I often
turn on my defense system unconsciously and isolate myself
from emotion and reality. I did not notice this kind of trauma
until I learned about psychology and experienced it in a bamboo forest.
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When I was a child, I lived in a “volunteer” district on a
gobi, constructed by the last two generations from other provinces in China. I spent most of my time with my family and
friends.
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With the decline of local industries, my family realized
the limitations. They took me and moved to Chengdu. Therefore, I lost all my friends at once.
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The new city is strange for a child who was born in a
rural area. The distinction between education, lifestyle, and
the pace of society made me hard to breathe. My parents
had no time to stay with me at that turning point.
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The old community in the city seemed to be forgotten.
There were no peers to play with. The school became a place
of cutthroat competitions. I felt neglected, lost my precious
things, and felt stressed. I learned to be independent and
promised to protect all who I love.
Unfortunately, several years later, I experienced my first
grief. My great-grandfather left naturally. One year later, my
grandma died in a hospital because of cancer. I stressed out,
hated my inability, and felt guilty about my promise. I lost
control of my life.
I started to fear embracing and locked myself in a
bubble because I knew everything would leave one day. I put
myself in struggling and challenging situations. I worked
harder, distracted myself, and stopped my hobby. I got a
habit of escaping from emotion. I started to ignore myself
and lived for others.
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Trauma
——we are involved in an endless vortex with a traceable singularity

Trauma is always accompanied by falls and
collapses. It is a self-contradictory and recurring
disaster, but we can always vaguely touch its origin in the heart of the darkness.

My trauma has started to follow me since I was young.
It still occasionally causes my mechanical-way interpersonal
relationships and working style. My trauma is born with my
parents’ neglect, loss of friends and family members, and
stress.
However, everyone has their unique experiences. The
sources of traumas, the same as the degree of their disasters, are different due to people’s various perceptions, situations, and definitions.
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Some fear socializing with multiple people because of
the comparison and blame from teachers.
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Some feel anger but inability because of the experience with school bullying.
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Some feel guilty and lost because of failing the most
important college entrance exam.
20

Some hide and are used to staying alone because of
the broken relationship between parents.
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Some are never able to walk again because they have
experienced a serious car accident.
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Some feel depressed because of cancer, disorder, disease, or grief.
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Some can not cheer up due to abuse and sexual violence in childhood or from their feres.
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Some fear loud sounds and guns because they have
experienced gun violence.
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Some would blame themselves because they once had
a chance to help others in a disaster or finish their promise.
27

These experiences create impressive memories and reopen fragments due to the subtle familiar connection. Vividly,
the painful memory is like a truck that wants to hit us, but the
truck never gives us the breaking time. Only a few of us notice
this as trauma, and it is ignored due to its short illusion and
discomfort. But it influences who we are and can even be propagated into the next generations with our impacts.
Trauma can not be prevented, but it is the root of
self-shaping and should be noticed consciously.
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Flow
——we focus but distract as well as we forget but remember what has happened before

Flow happens when we focus on the world
around us. We observe and use the objects around
us like tools, and we enter into a state of integration with them. We are gradually surrounded by
associated memories and a sense of control. We
are immersed in creation and give new meaning
to our surrounding world, and a vague symbol
(metaphor) and projection of things usher us into
the arms of peace.

I remember one day I walked in a bamboo forest of Wenshu Monastery in Chengdu, China. One thousand-year Buddha culture and ancient bamboo culture cultivate that peaceful
place for locals.
The green color,sunbathing, silent sound,the smell of
bamboo and tea, suitable social distance, and flexible services
made me comfortable.
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The wandering road and density of bamboo threaded the
public and private boundary and navigate me to enjoy the natural and peaceful time.
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The people drank tea, drew, and
played with each other. I felt safe, controllable, and relaxed. I forgot about depression and listened to various generations’ stories, honestly.

I learned and revisited the being of
myself. I got support and new meanings
from others. An extraordinary healing
power appeared secretly, and something
started to change.
I found the reasons for my parents’ neglect, new meanings of harrowing
events, and new beliefs about my dead
relatives. These new feelings and emotions were born with the stories and were
recorded in the bamboo forest.
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The bamboo forest becomes a switch for me to embrace
trauma and heal myself. My surrounding world is reestablished
with this unconscious flow of travel.
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Bamboo becomes a vague metaphor for me and ushers me into the arms of peace. However, this only belongs to
me. Everyone has the ability to find and realize the unique
metaphors for self. They are hidden in our experiences and
can guide us into the flow, a surrounding world that belongs
to ourselves.
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Some people have a pleasant and warm experience
with Candles and Aromatherapy.
44

Some enjoy the best independent and relaxed moments with coffee and breakfast each morning.
45

Some always get support from their loving family
members and prefer to stay with family.
46

Some remember the painful memory with puppets
and embrace a hopeful future.
47

Some try to write the story to find new meaning or
scope for themselves.
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Some would like to watch a video or animation film to
rethink life and find peace.
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Some accept suggestions from family and build their
own guitar .
50

Some would like to continue their hobby and dream
of playing the piano.
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Some would like to play tennis to distract the stress to
rebuild new meaning and resolution for themselves.
52

Some inherit the idea from death to find a golf organization.
53

These metaphors create the flow with multiple warming emotions, memories, and meanings. They help us notice
the origin of trauma and send the control back. Why not
find your metaphor and walk into your flow? You may find
the power to dispel the unknown gloom at the end.
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Heal
——Healing comes from the situations and flows we
create ourselves

There are always touching scenes that accompany and shape our metaphors and meanings in our lives. They converged into a key. We
have the choice to use it to open the door to our
flow, allowing light and color to re-illuminate the
dark vortex. The key is there, and the decision is
always ours.

Each soft moment in the bamboo forest constructs
my key.
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Environment Emotional
Activations

Color: The green and yellow colors brought brightness and
calm.
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Light: The sunlight and shadow create a rhythmic and pleasing
moment.
62

Fractals: All elements are simplified as modules repeating a
special rule and reducing watching stress.
63

Silence sound: Sounds from birds and people echoing in a natural order reduce the pressure of hearing.
64

Smell: The faint scent of tea and bamboo suffusing in the space
calms people and stimulates the pleasure memory of the past.
65

Body Movement: Walking, stretching, and meditating increase
the interaction between people and the environment.
66

Pure nature: Pure nature evokes the essence and instinct of the
body system and creates medical healing.
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Safety, Control, Comfort ,
Trust

Intimate distance: Bamboo divides the space into several private degrees following the intimate and social distance. A private and public boundary is built.
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Framing View: The framing in the forest provides conditions
for focusing and noticing.
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Peeping: Bamboo forests create a natural and resilient curtain
that people can control by themselves to observe and break
down the absolute boundary between public and private. A
sharing but personal atmosphere takes up all corners.
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Landmarks: Different-size and special pants or objects increase spatial recognition.
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Navigations: Wandering roads navigate the cognitive direction
in the spaces and foster curiosities in a kind and relaxed way.
75

Navigations: Straight bamboo navigate the cognitive direction
in the spaces and foster atmosphere.
76

Decentralized Form: Convenient to the body and mind. Service can always be provided in a network way.
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Embrace Trauma

There are always overlaid parts in our stories and keys. After
constructing these keys, they can become our metaphors and
open the switches of healing.
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The activities and actions transfer into a medium carrying all
keys and flows. Everyone in the space will get control and immerse in their surrounding worlds and the travel of healing.
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After stimualtion from the switches, both as originators and receivers, we are enabled to heal the trauma and broken heart
with the power of ourselves.
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Maintenance
Healing

New culture and community will be born with the effort of everyone in this space and this story. They work with bottom-up
participation and top-down organization to maintain the healing and create another reversed vortex to resist trauma.
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Frame
——We frame and archive ourselves to grow and inspire other braves in the same circumstances.

When the keys made of metaphors are inserted into the lock of flow, the dark vortex is no
longer our adversary but a part of us. Resilience
is shaped by the power of the intersection of the
real and the imaginary that allows us to confront
trauma and ourselves. Kindness and love for ourselves will also be a support and guide for those
still in the shadows. Reframing will re-establish
the order of self for each, embracing the trauma
with the flow of your surrounding world. Finally,
let’s say, “Hello, world! Hello, strangers!”

I imagine if there is a place for us to embrace trauma in
our surrounding world.
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It looks like a translucent, blurred cone with a skylight.
There are numerous bearings from the seemingly light but
heavy base close up to the top. Translucent pages rotate slowly
in the wind on bearings.

Isometric View

The whole installation looks like a Trauma vortex with
multiple pages and curtain to share story intimately or publicly. The lights, electric heaters and movable chairs are supplied
for multiple activities. My drawing, as a guidance, are shown
outside in an order from fall, trauma,flow to heal and frame.

Plan Diagram
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Pages Unroll
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Pages Unroll
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Pages Unroll
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After reading my story, I enter the cavernous entrance.
The structure, like bamboo, transfers sunlight into comfortable bathing. The shadows on the ground become pavement. There are a series of transparent picture frames with
colorful paper. People share their stories behind a soft curtain. I can vaguely observe the outdoor landscape and people. The similar feeling in the bamboo forest calms me and
evokes the memory of trauma, tea, food, and story sharing.

I touch the pages with my hand, and the changing scenery comes into my eyes. I rotate the pages and read my healing story, which is inserted into the slot in the direction of the
pages’ swing. I get one colorful piece of paper and a pen from
the pockets to redraw my new inspiration. I touch the pages
with my hand, and the changing scenery comes into my eyes.
I rotate the pages and read my healing story, which is inserted
into the slot in the direction of the pages’ swing. I get one colorful piece of paper and a pen from the pockets to redraw my
new inspiration.
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I lift the curtain and stand at the central area, look at the
sky, constantly think and recall my trauma.
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Summer Section in Nature
People also seem to be attracted to this strange object and walk in it. They look at the stories and the instructions. They also put their
stories into transparent pockets. The whole space in the shuttle figure gradually becomes bright color. The sound of pages spinning, people
talking, and the smell of paper echo through the space. People enjoy, communicate, immerse, inspire, and write their own stories and look
for stories they like.
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Winter Section in Urban
The soft light from the top spills down the translucent pages in the evening, and the warm heat flows from the base to the dome. People, who want to leave, stay here, sit in the corner to write, draw or fold the paper. Some of them choose to perform with their friends at the
center, look at the endless stars, reinvent themselves, and enjoy this moment of peace.
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Trauma can be annoying, but when we
notice and find our new world, the healing of
flow flows between us, allowing us to embrace
and live with it.
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